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8. ZoaMnJk: Periodic disruption in the MT 1 tokárnak. KFKI 1988 64/D
ABSTRACT
Periodic minor disruptions were measured in the MT 1 tokamak with the limiter safety factor
value between 4 and 10. The density limit as a function of plasma current and horizontal displacement
was Investigated. Precursor oscillations of mode numbers m = 2/n = 1 aiways appear before the
Instability with increasing amplitude but can be observed at the density limit with quasi stationary
amplitude too. Phase correlation between precursor oscillations measured by Mirnov colls and soft
X-ray detectors show good agreement with a simple magnetic island model and reveal that the
assumed »eland is located deep Inside the plasma.

I . Золетник: Периодические неустойчивости срыва на токачаке МТ-1. KFKI-1988-64/D
АННОТАЦИЯ
На токамаке МТ-1 с запасом устойчивости 4-10 были измерены периодические
неустойчивости срыва. Изучался предел плотности электронов в зависимости от
тока и горизонтального положения плазменного шнура. Колебания моды ш - 2 , п * 1
появлялись всегда перед неустойчивостью, а их можно было наблюдать при предель
ной плотности со стационарной амплитудой. Корреляции фаз между колебаниями, из
меренные различными зондами Ми^чова и детекторами мягкого рентгеновского излу
чения показывают хорошее согласие с результатами модели магнитных островов. Эти
данные доказывают, что предположенные острова лежат глубоко в плазме.

Zoletnlk 8.: Periodikus dlszrupclók az MT 1 tokamakban KFKI 1988 64/D
KIVONAT
Periodikus diezrupclókat ménünk azMT 1 tokamekona4-l0q ónóktartományban. Vizsgáltuk
a diezrupcfós sűrűség halárt a plazmaáram és a plazma vízszintes elmozdulásának függvényében.
Az Instabilitások előtt gyorsan növekvő amplitúdójú m - 2/n - 1rnódusúprecursor rezgések jelentek
meg, de a dlszrupciós határnál közel állandó amplitúdóval le mérhetők voltak. A különböző Mirnov
szondákkal és lágy röntgen detektorokkal mért precursor rezgések relativ fázisai Jó egyezést
mulattak egy egyszerű forgó mágneses sziget modellel, és feltárták, hogy a sziget mélyén a plazma
belsejeben helyezkedik el.
e

1. Introduction
Disruptive instabilities are common phenomena in toroidal devices, especially in
totamaha In the Kadomtsev classification [1] 3 main types are distinguished: internal,
minor, and major disruptions. Ibis paper deals with the systematic investigation of
periodic minor disruptions in the MT-1 tokárnak (Ä = 0.4m, a = 0.09m, Bt < 1.2Г,
1 ж 8 - 40&A). AD the measurements were performed at Bt = 1Г using a 9 cm
aperture limiter. The MT-1 tokárnak is enclosed in a 2cm thick copper shell located
at r • 12cm. From the conductivity and the electron temperature, calculated from the
•oft X-ray spectrum, Z,/j is estimated to be 3-5. During the experiments the following
diagnostics were used: plasma current and loop voltage measuring coils, 17 Mirnov coils
for plasma position and magnetic field fluctuation, 2 mm microwave interferometer for
electron density measurement, 5 chord soft X-ray camera, 5 channel neutral particle
analyser.
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Periodic minor disruptions have been reported in various tokamaks [2-4]. In the
MT-1 machine disruption-like periodic instabilities have been seen for a long time [5].
Such disruptions can be well reproduced without causing damage to the tokárnak. In
the first part of this paper various features of the instability are, be summarised; in
subsequent parts the density limit and precursor oscillations will be examined.
2.1 Characteristics of the instability
ID Fig. 1 typical diagnostic signals are shown during a shot with periodic instabil
ities. It can be seen that during the instabilities fast current jumps and large negative
loop voltage spikes occur. In the MT-1 tokamak there is no control of the plasma cur
rent, so these current spikes can be produced inductively by rearrangement of the radial
current distribution.
After thefirstdisruption the plasma goes to a higher average resistivity state, which
is shown by the higher average loop voltage value. Between the large current jumps
smaller quasi-periodic ones can be seen. The large peaks follow the periodicity of tb Í
smaller ones. Detailed investigations have shown that the small instabilities have the
same features as the large ones. These instability groups are always present in a wide
range of parameter space.
At the onset of the disruptions the soft X-ray emission along the central chord
abruptly decreases {Fig. 1/c), whereas it increases in the outer chords. The inversion
radius for this process (not for the internal disruptions) was found to be approximately
3 4 cm in 20 kA discharges, and less than 3 cm for 10 kA discharges. The width of the
radial soft X-ray emission distribution, measured by the five chord camera increases
during the feet current rise (Fig. 1/e). As no characteristic change was shown on the
election density signal, the X-ray emission redistribution must have been caused mainly
by a change in the electron temperature distribution.
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The horizontal plasma position in Fig. 1/i measured by Miraov coils [6] shows fast
inward junps in major radios correlated with the current rise. This feature was seen
by the vertical soft X-ray camera too.
In Fig. t/b the neutral hydrogen atom emission signal is shown in one energy
window, (integrating time constant 100/«). Fig. S/a shows the current signal for the
n m e discharge. The starting points of the peaks in the neutral particle emission show
a characteristic 20 - 40/is time delay relative to the current peak starting points.
2.2 Disruptive regimes in the parameter space of the MT-1 tokamak.
Initial examination of the periodic disruptions showed that the instability occurs at
high densities [5] and/or if the plasma is diapferei from the center of the vacuum vessel
Ztff may have a significant role in determining the disruptive regimes, but as no reliable
measurement is performed on this parameter an effort was made to minimize the effects
of changing Z ff. All measurement series were started under similar vacuum conditions
after the baking of the liner. Within one series of measurements no systematic change
of the density limit was detected.
t

In order to find unstable regimes in the operating space a data set consisting of
121 disruptive shots was created and analysed. Three parameters were calculated just
before thefirstdisruption of a discharge, viz. plasma current, line density, and horizontal
displacement.
Fig. S shows a Hugill plot for well centered discharges, where linear dependence of
the normalized electron density vs. \}q , for high q discharges jl,7), is clearly seen —
though the slope of the line is about 2 times higher than that of Ref. (1].
a

In Fig. 4, fie values are shown w. horizontal displacement for three different current
ranges. A clear trend can be seen which lowers the disruptive density limit at higher
displacement values. The density limit decrease is more definite for higher currents.
2.3 Precursor oscillations
Precursor oscillations before disruptions are always seen in the MT-1 tokámat In
most cases these appear for only a short time (3-5 periods) before the instability. If the
electron density changes slowly ( « 2 10 m~'/ms), precursor oscillations with quasistationary amplitude appear at about 70-80% of the density at the disruption. Usually
sawtooth-like modulation is observed on the precursor amplitude (Fig. 5/a). When the
amplitude drops, similar but much smaller changes can be seen in the diagnostic signals
than in the case of the disruption. In Fig. 5 a series of such events is shown. The loop
voltage produces negative peaks, the central soft X-ray emission drops, the width of the
•oft X-ray distribution increases and the plasma moves inwards. This quasi-stationary
precursor phase is usually terminated by a disruption, the precursor oscillation of which
» evolves from the quasi-stationary ones. No frequency or phase shift change preceedes
the disruption.
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Fast Fburierfrequencyanalysis showed one main peak in the emplittdt spectrum
of the precursor oscillations and usually about 10 % second harmonic amplitude. Other
frequencies never appeared in the picture. A method has been developed for calculating
the frequency and phase changes of the precursor oscillations with approximately one
period time resolution. Neither before disruptions nor during the events shown in Fi§ 5
have systematic changes in frequency and/or in phase shifts been observed. By means
of Mirnov coils located at different poloidal and toroidal angles the mode numbers were
measured. In every case they turned out to be m = 2, n = 1. In the poloidal cross
section the perturbation rotated in the electron diamagnetic direction. The helkity of
the perturbation followed the magnetic field lines.
Assuming that the precursor oscillations are caused by a rotating 2/1 magnetic
island an attempt was made to measure its radial position. For this purpose the 5
channel soft X-ray detector array was used. The oscillations were clearly seen on the
signals of the detectors so one could measure their relative phases and amplitudes.
In order to simplify the situation the simple assumption was used that the magnetic
island flattens the soft X-ray omission profile inside its separatrix [3,8]. The poloidal
cross section of the magnetic surfaces of such an island is shown in Fig. 6 for an analyt
ically given 2/1 current perturbation. If the detectors look through a rotating structure
like this, they see sinusoidal fluctuations. Using only the first harmonic of these, one is
able to calculate numerically the phases and amplitudes of the oscillations as a function
of 4 parameters of the magnetic island. These were the following (see Fig. 6):
d: horizontal displacement of the island chain relative to the vessel centre,
ro : radius of the island chain,
w: width of the island chain.
a : the width of the equilibrium soft X-ray intensity distribution,
The calculated phase shifts for a multi detector soft X-ray camera resemble the
measured ones given in ref. [9]. The typical double phase reversal of it is measured
on the MT-1 tokárnak too by the 5 detector array. With a simplex method [11] we
numerically fitted the four parameters to the measured phase and amplitude varoee.
An approximate error analysis of the results showed that the 6 detectors are insufficient
for calculating the island width (w), but the island chain radius and the horizontal
displacement is well determined. Parameter a depends on the actual equilibrium radial
distribution which is unknown.
The r parameter of the perturbation (island chain radius) for 20 kA shots turned
out to be approx. 5 cm. For lower currents the oscillations could be seen only in the
central 3 detectors so it was impossible to calculate the island parameters.
0

The model island of Fig в was used for calculating the relative phases between
Mirnov coil and soft X-ray oscillations. The current maxima of this islands are at the
x points, so the soft X-ray perturbation maxima are rotated 00° relative to the current
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maxima. Mirnov coil - soft X-ray oscillation relative phases were calculated on this
basis and they are in good agreement (within 20°) with the calculated ones.
3. Conclusions
Periodic disruptions have been measured in the MT-1 tokárnak. Diagnostic signals
show similar characteristics to those of density limit disruptions on other tokamaks,
namely: fast current jump, negative voltage spike, inward jump in major radius, widen
ing of plasma column in minor radius, 2/1 precursor oscillations, cooling of the plasma
at the instability. Disruptions become non-periodic if q < 3.5, which may be caused
by the q = 2 surface approaching the limiter.
a

The density limit of these disruptions was examined as a function of plasma current
and horizontal displacement. When the plasma is maintained in the centre of the
vacuum vessel the usual linear dependence of l/g„ on the normalized density can be
seen on the Hugill plot but the slope of the line is about twice/that {rffgiven in Ref. |lj
tor q values above 3.5. When the plasma is displaced from the centre, the density limit
decreases. The decrease is pronounced at higher currents. This behaviour cannot be
understood on the basis of the Hugill plot because when the plasma is shifted from the
centre, the effective minor radius becomes smaller thereby decreasing the effective q .
This would cause a higher density limit if q stays above 3.5, bat actually the density
limit decreases. This degradation is possibly caused by the non axisymmetric plasma
profile.
a
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Measurements of precursor oscillations showed the presence of a 2/1 magnetic is
land, though others (e. g. the 3/2 mode [8]) cannot be ruled out because of the low
resolution of the soft X-ray camera. The radius of the island is estimated to be about
5 cm for 20 к A discharges. To compare this with the radius of the g = 2 surface the
latter was estimated using the following procedure. Internal disruptions usually ap
pear above 20 kA plasma current which means go ** 1- from this, parameter и of
a ;(r) = ;'o(l - f /a f
parametric current distribution can be calculated which gives
Гджз = 5.4cm. The inversion radius for the periodic disruptions is much less (» 3.5cm)
than both the island radius and the q » 2 radius. This fact is in contrast with Refs.
[4] and (10] where r
w r^z, but resembles the case of Ref. [8] where this kind of
disruption is considered to be caused by the interaction of the 2/1 mode with the 1/1
or 3/2 mode.
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Figure captions
Pi§. 1. The most characteristic signals of a disruptive discharge (timescale lme/dt'v).
a/ Plasma current,
b/ Loop voltage,
c/ Soft X-ray intensity measured by a 5 channel detector array looking vertically
into the tokainak,
d/ Horizontal displacement of the plasma column relative to the vessel centre.
Dotted horizontal line shows 0, positive values record movement to the outside,
e/ Square of the width of the radial soft X-ray intensity distribution measured by
the 5 channel detector array.
Fig. t. Plasma current and neutral hydrogen atom emission signal for a disruptive dis
charge (timescale Ims/div). Integrating time constant for the H emission curve in
100/ifl.
Fig. S. Hugill plot for well centered discharges.
Fig. 4. Line averaged electron density vs. horizontal plasma displacement measured just
before the first disruption of disruptive discharges for three different current ranges.
Fig. 5. Characteristic diagnostic signals in the case of quasi-stationary precursor oscilla
tions (timescale 200fu/div)
a/ Mirnov coil signal in the horizontal plane at the outer side of the tokamak.
b/ - e/ The same signals as in Fig. 1.
Fig. 6. Calculated magnetic surface cross sections for an m/n = 2/1 current perturbation.
Tokamak centre is to the left.
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